Major Lecture Subject
LEARNING ACHIEVEMENT
(HARDSKILL)
Adept in political theory and
knowledge about global
security;
Adept in knowledges about
international bussiness and
international political
economy;
Adept in theories of
international cooperation and
diplomacy;

Could produce policy based on
aspects of international
relations, global
consideration, also strategy of
international peace and
security;
Adept in political theories and
knowledges about global
security;

CODE

P.1

P.3

AREA

CODE

Global
Governance

GG

International
Bussiness

BI

International
Political Economy

EPI

International
Cooperation

KI

Discourse in
Diplomacy

DD

Policy Analysis

AK

SUBJECT

CODE

Global
Governance
Network (GGN)

MK1

Communication
and Global
Media

MK2

P.6

KS.1

Political Media
P.1

Adept in theoritical concepts
of cosmopolitanism;
humanitarianism;
internationalism; and
contemporary global issues;

P.4

Adept in global
communication theories;

P.8

Global Media

Global
Communication

LEARNING ACHIEVEMENT
(HARDSKILL)
Adept in knowledges about
international bussiness and
international political
economy;
Adept in theoritical concepts
of cosmopolitanism;
humanitarianism;
internationalism, and
contemporary global issues;
Adept in theoritical concepts
of cultural anthropology and
cultural studies;

Adept in theories of
international cooperation and
diplomacy;
Could do paradiplomacy to
build international
cooperation by local
government;

CODE

P.3

AREA

CODE

Politics and
Bussiness

PB

Contemporary
Global Issue

IGK

Anthropology and
International
Cooperation

AKI

International
Cooperation

KI

International
Cooperation

KI

Legal Drafting

LD

Global Conflict
Resolution

RKG

Conflict and
Failed State

KNG

Discourse in
Cosmopolitanism

DK

Discourse in
Humanitary and
Intervention

DHI

CODE

Decentralization MK3
and
International
Cooperation

P.4

P.5

P.6

KS.3

Adept in theories of global
conflict resolution;
P.2

Adept in theoritical concepts
of cosmopolitanism;
humanitarianism;
internationalism, and
contemporary global issues;

SUBJECT

P.4

National
Intervention
Management

MK4

LEARNING ACHIEVEMENT
(HARDSKILL)
Adept in theoritical concepts
of cultural anthropology and
cultural studies;
Could produce policy based on
aspects of international
relations, global
consideration, also strategy of
international peace and
security;
Could do negotiation in
bilateral or multilateral level
on contexts of global peace
and security;
Adept in knowledges about
international bussiness and
international political
economy;
Adept in theories of
international cooperation and
diplomacy;

Could do paradiplomacy to
build international
cooperation by local
government;
Adept in global conflict
resolution theories;

Adept in knowledges about
international bussiness and
international political
economy;

CODE

P.5

AREA

CODE

Culture Friendly
Intervention

IRB

Intervention
Management

MI

Negotiation and
Intervention

NDI

Civil Law

HK

Law of Treaty

HP

Legal Drafting

LD

Diplomacy
Practice

PK

International
Negotiation
Discourse

DNI

International
Economy

EI

International

PEI

SUBJECT

CODE

KS.1

KS.2

P.3

International
Public Law

MK5

International
Negotiation
Management

MK6

P.6

KS.3

P.2

P.3

LEARNING ACHIEVEMENT
(HARDSKILL)

CODE

AREA

CODE

SUBJECT

CODE

Political Economy
Adept in theories of
international cooperation and
diplomacy;

Could do negotiation in
bilateral or multilateral level
on contexts of global peace
and security;
Could do paradiplomacy to
build international
cooperation by local
government;
Documentating, saving,
securing, and refinding
research result data to validity
the authentication and
avoiding plagiation;

International
Cooperation

KI

International
Diplomacy

DI

Diplomacy
Practice

PD

Diplomacy
Practice

PD

Negotiation
Documentation

DNI

International
Anarchism

AI

Scope of
International
Cooperation and
Diplomacy

SKIP

Negotiation
Governance

TKN

Paradiplomacy
Governance

TPD

p.6

KS.2

KS.3

KU.4

Adept in theories of
international cooperation and
diplomacy;
P.6

Could do negotiation in
bilateral or multilateral level
on contexts of global peace
and security;

KS.2

Could do paradiplomacy to
build international
cooperation by local

KS.3

Formulation of
Foreign Policy
and Diplomacy

MK7

LEARNING ACHIEVEMENT
(HARDSKILL)

CODE

AREA

CODE

SUBJECT

CODE

government;
Take decision in context of
problem solving of challenges
in development of science,
technology, and art based on
analysis and experimental
discourse towards information
and data;
Adept in theoritical concepts
of cosmopolitanism;
humanitarianism;
internationalism, and
contemporary global issues;

KU.3

Foreign Policy
Practice

PPLN

P.4

P.5

Adept in theories of
international cooperation and
diplomacy;

P.6

Could produce policy based on
aspects of international
relations, global
consideration, also strategy of
international peace and
security;

DPLN

Globalization

Adept in theoritical concepts
of cultural anthropology and
cultural studies;

Adept in development of
international relations theory
with Islamic perspective;

Foreign Policy
Discourse

G

Global
Contemporary
Diplomacy

MK8

Global Conflict
Management

MK9

Diplomacy
D

Diplomacy

P.7

KS.1

Adept in political theory and
knowledge about global
security;

P.1

Adept in theories of global

P.2

D

Islam and
International
Relations

IHI

Diplomatic
Governance

DG

Diplomacy
Practice

Security Studies

Conflict

PD

LEARNING ACHIEVEMENT
(HARDSKILL)

CODE

AREA

conflict resolution;

Resolution

Adept in theoritical concepts
of cosmopolitanism;
humanitarianism;
internationalism; and
contemporary global issues;

International
Conflict

Adept in theoritical concepts
of cultural anthropology and
cultural studies;

Could produce policy based on
aspects of international
relations, global
consideration, also strategy of
international peace and
security;
Adept in theoritical concepts
of cosmopolitanism;
humanitarianism;
internationalism; and
contemporary global issues;

SUBJECT

CODE

P.4

Primordialism in
Global Conflict
P.5
Budaya dan
Resolusi Konflik
Global Peace

KS.1

International
Humanitary

HUMI

P.4

Adept in political theory and
knowledge about global
security;

P.1

Adept in theories of global
conflict resolution;

P.2

Could produce policy based on
aspects of international
relations, global
consideration, also strategy of
international peace and

CODE

Human Security
PHI

Humanitarian
Problem

PHI

Humanitarian
Intervention
KS.1

IH

International
Humanitary
Management

MK10

LEARNING ACHIEVEMENT
(HARDSKILL)

CODE

AREA

CODE

SUBJECT

CODE

security;
Could do negotiation in
bilateral or multilateral level
on contexts of global peace
and security;

Develop logical, critical,
systematic, and creative in
areas of science, technology,
or arts inline with the
expertise through scientific
research, design-making, or
arts creation, also arrange
scientific concept and its
output based on norms,
procedure, and scientific
etiquette in the form of thesis.
Arrange and communicate
idea, thought, and scientific
argument responsibly and
based on academic etiquette,
through media towards
academic community and vast
community;

International
Negotiation

N

Negotiation
Practice

PN

Logical Thinking

LB

Research
Approach

PP

Proposal Writing

PP

KS.2

KU.1

KU.2

Take decision in context of
problem solving of challenges
in development of science,
technology, and art based on
analysis and experimental
discourse towards information
and data;

KU.3

Conclusion
Making

PK

Documentating, saving,

KU.4

Scientific Writing

TPI

International
Relations
Research
Method

MK11

LEARNING ACHIEVEMENT
(HARDSKILL)

CODE

securing, and refinding
research result data to validity
the authentication and
avoiding plagiation;
Develop logical, critical,
systematic, and creative in
areas of science, technology,
or arts inline with the
expertise through scientific
research, design-making, or
arts creation, also arrange
scientific concept and its
output based on norms,
procedure, and scientific
etiquette in the form of thesis.
Arrange and communicate
idea, thought, and scientific
argument responsibly and
based on academic etiquette,
through media towards
academic community and vast
community;
Take decision in context of
problem solving of challenges
in development of science,
technology, and art based on
analysis and experimental
discourse towards information
and data;
Documentating, saving,
securing, and refinding
research result data to validity
the authentication and
avoiding plagiation;

AREA

CODE

SUBJECT

CODE

Technique

Proposal Writing
Tutorial

KRI

Thesis TopicChoosing
Seminar

MK12

Scientific Work
Presentation

PKI

Thesis Writing

MK13

Scientific Work
Dissemination

Mk14

KU.1

KU.2

PKI

KU.3

Scientific Work
Publication
KU.4

BKU49

LEARNING ACHIEVEMENT
(HARDSKILL)
Arrange and communicate
idea, thought, and scientific
argument responsibly and
based on academic etiquette,
through media towards
academic community and vast
community.

CODE

AREA

Scientific Work
Dissemination
KU.5

CODE

DKI

SUBJECT

CODE

